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KENNEL CLUB BOOKS INC, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. A positive-training approach to house-training dogs of all ages, from puppies to
senior dogs, Charlotte Schwartz s House-training Your Dog guarantees to get puppies trained in a
hurry and to solve ongoing or newly occurring potty issues with older dogs. The importance of
successful house-training can t be overstated, but too often owners don t understand why they are
continuing to fail. Schwartz s no-nonsense method--based on her fifty years training pet dogs--
starts with Dog Behavior 101 and is geared toward getting owners started on the right foot. In the
chapter Dog/Owner Communication, the author helps to erase the language barrier that exists
between humans and canines, ensuring that the dog understands his owner s expectations. Crate
training remains the first choice of dog trainers, and this method is summarized in two concise
chapters, Six Crate-training Steps and Creating a Schedule. Whether the owner is at home all day
with the puppy or works full-time, the house-training method put forth in this easy-to-read volume
will bring to success to all dedicated owners willing to put in the time to train, exercise, and bond
with...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena Klein MD-- Ena Klein MD

This ebook is definitely not easy to get going on looking at but quite fun to learn. We have read and so i am sure that i will gonna study once more yet
again later on. I am very happy to inform you that here is the finest publication i actually have read inside my personal daily life and might be he best
publication for possibly.
-- Sister Langosh-- Sister Langosh
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